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50 Shades of ‘New Normal’  
 
 
Janek Ratnatunga1 
 
 

Part 1: Whipping Companies to Embrace an Alternate Societal Lifestyle. 
 
 
The Birth of An Alternate Reality 
 
The ‘New Normal” seemed to have happened overnight with the advent of the coronavirus. Whilst 
there were signs and warnings that major disruption was around the corner before the COVID-19 
virus hit us; these were doomsday scenarios of the future, rather than one that required immediate 
crisis management today.  
 
Climate change was the biggest of the pre-COVID-19 doomsday scenarios. The Paris Accord gave us 
hope that if all the countries pulled together and reduced our greenhouse gas emissions, we could 
keep global warming below 2°C. The other worry was a potential Nuclear War starting in the Middle-
East, but then President Obama had brokered the Iran Nuclear Agreement, to the collective relief of 
the whole world.  
 
The Economists and Bankers worried about the alternative world of cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin, 
that could use Blockchain technologies to by-pass the traditional banking systems. Facebook, the 
massive social network, along with 27 other partners, were touting the Libra digital coin and the 
corresponding digital wallet, Calibra, as a way to make sending payments around the world as easy 
as it is to send a photo. 
 
Generational Change 
 
Before the coronavirus pandemic, what is called the ’New Normal’ today, was simply called 
“generational change”. Children watched ‘Daniel Tiger’ and ‘Peppa Pig’ instead of Mickey Mouse or 
Donald Duck. The superhero comic books already had ‘Thor’ the Norse God of Thunder as a female; 
and Superman had died after battle with the villain ‘Doomsday’. Out in space Pluto was no longer a 
planet; and Elon Musk had a ‘Tesla’ car orbiting the Earth.  
 
On the political front, we had populist dictators running so called democracies; but the scale of 
destruction that they would later cause in their mismanagement of their own country’s pandemic 
response was not on anyone’s radar. In Europe, Brexit happened on January 31, 2020, bringing to an 
end 47 years of British membership of the EU and the institutions that preceded it.  
 
In Asia and Africa, China’s global intentions were fairly transparent with their ‘Belt and Road 
Initiative’; and its claims to disputed islands in the South China seas was already causing significant 
tensions. The Golden Arches Theory of Conflict Prevention where the author stated that no two 
countries that had a McDonalds Restaurant would go to war with each other because of the power 
of globalisation was being severely tested.2 Tensions along the India-Pakistan border had resulted in 

 
1 Institute of Certified Management Accountants. 
 
2 Thomas L. Friedman (1999), The Lexus and the Olive Branch, Farrar, Straus and Giroux, p.394 
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many skirmishes, but no official war had actually broken out. Both countries have McDonalds 
restaurants, so war was prevented by business interests just as the theory had predicted. 
 
During the COVID-19 pandemic tensions heightened, with troops in the India-China Himalayan 
border actually killing each other with rocks. Thankfully, no weapons were discharged. Globally, 
tensions today are at a fever pitch, with USA and Australia accusing China of sophisticated ‘hacking’ 
on a large scale. Chinese companies such as Huawei were being blocked from being involved in 
sensitive IT networks; and TikTok was being accused of being an arm of the Chinese government, 
with a USA threat to block it, or take the company over.  
 
To date, business leaders appear to have been effectively silenced by the increasingly hostile 
posturing of the political leaders of USA, China, UK and Australia. Business leaders need a pro-active 
strategy to safeguard their interests, as a hostile ‘trade war’ leaves no casualties. 
 
On the Social front major changes were also happening before the COVID-19; but the pandemic has 
exacerbated these issues. The global #metoo movement brought down some big names, and 
companies had to rethink their sexual harassment policies. Although the movement is primarily 
about women who have been harassed by men; the organisational hierarchies of many companies 
that have women in positions of authority and power, could soon be subjected to a #MENtoo 
movement. 
 
The ‘Black Lives Matter’ movement with the use of the hashtag #BlackLivesMatter, began on social 
media in July 2013, after the acquittal of George Zimmerman in the shooting death of African-
American teen Trayvon Martin. The movement became nationally recognized in the USA for street 
demonstrations following the 2014 deaths of two more African Americans.  
 
During the COVID-19 pandemic the movement got supercharged and went global, after a white 
police officer, Derek Chauvin, knelt on African-American George Floyd's neck for nearly eight 
minutes and choked him to death. There were demonstrations in almost every country from Europe 
to Asia to Africa. Many participated in the marches, not only in support of the movement, but also as 
a release from their ‘lockdown’ due to COVID-19. During the protest marches many of the statues of 
those considered as slave traders and racists were attacked and either defaced or damaged. There 
were even calls to ‘defund’ the police. 
 
President Obama in 2019 asked people to be 'Woke', which is now increasingly used as a byword for 
‘social awareness’. Such awareness has resulted in previously published literary and artistic works 
being either ‘censored’ on a piece-meal basis; or the entire works of that author, director or 
entertainer being ‘cancelled’. This has significant consequences for business.  
 
For example, a book published in an earlier generation might suddenly be ‘censored’ because of 
language, racial characterization, or depiction of drug use, social class, or sexual orientation of the 
characters, or other social differences that are viewed by today’s moralists as harmful to the 
readers. Such a posthumously censored book will not only cease accumulating royalties, but worse 
still be subject to costly litigations against the author’s estate.  
 
A body of work that is ‘cancelled’ entirely for whatever reason, loses all its value. There was a move 
to cancel all of Michael Jackson's music after child-abuse accusations by the victims in the 'Leaving 
Neverland' program aired on HBO; but Billboard said that his work was too extensive to ‘cancel’.  
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The Big Bang of the New Normal 
 
The exact date the world changed dramatically is unclear. 
 
On 31 Dec 2019, the World Health Organisation (WHO)’s Country Office in the People’s Republic of 
China picked up a media statement by the Wuhan Municipal Health Commission from their website 
on cases of ‘viral pneumonia’ in Wuhan. It was only on 27 January 2020, that the WHO Regional 
Director for South-East Asia issued a press release that urged countries in the Region to focus on 
their readiness for the rapid detection of imported cases and prevention of further spread. Finally, 
on 11 March 2020 WHO announced the COVID-19 outbreak as a pandemic. By then, the global 
network of international travel had taken the virus to all corners of the Earth. 
 
Since then our “New Normal” has had many shades such as: Flattening the Curve; Social Distancing; 
Home Schooling; Travel Restrictions; Self-Quarantine; Lockdowns; Hot Spots; Compulsory Face 
Masks; Contact Tracing, Intensive Care Units (ICU), Ventilators and Vaccines.3 
 
We also came to understand the importance of millions of essential ‘Front-Line Workers’ who, 
despite the hardships and health risks, continued to do their jobs during the COVID-19 pandemic. 
These hardworking heroes continued keeping their country’s citizens fed, picking up their garbage, 
providing them life-saving medicine, delivering their groceries and packages, preparing and/or 
delivering their food, cleaning their hospitals, caring for those who are most vulnerable, and keeping 
us safe—often while earning low wages and few benefits. 
 
In addition to direct health care workers such as medical doctors and nurses, such frontline workers 
include health care support workers such as orderlies and phlebotomists; direct care workers such as 
home health and personal care aides; and health care service workers such as housekeepers and 
cooks. Also, those who kept the supply lines working, such as truck drivers, taxi drivers and 
supermarket staff who diligently controlled shoppers to ensure that a repetition of the “Great Toilet 
Roll Shortage of March 2020” and similar panic buying and hoarding by customers did not happen. 
 
The pandemic has exposed and accentuated inequities in the economic system. Those in white-collar 
jobs can work from home, but “essential” front-line workers must continue to work, and are 
therefore at greater risk of contracting COVID-19, all the while for poor pay. Those in industries such 
as hospitality (disproportionately young, female and with black or brown skin) have borne the brunt 
of job losses. 
 
The lockdowns of entire cities created a ‘new normal’ for our access to news and entertainment. 
Streaming services such a Netflix and YouTube had a fifty-fold increase in traffic; as did volume of 
postings on social media sites such as Facebook; which also had a spike in posting of ‘Fake News’ and 
‘Alternate Facts’. These often gave confusing, conflicting, non-scientific information about COVID-19 
and its origins, treatments and conspiracies. There was even conflicting advice as to the usefulness 
of wearing masks in publics, uploaded or posted sometimes by those claiming to be medical 
professionals. Sometimes, extremely dangerous utterances such as the advice to use Bleach to 
prevent COVID-19, was disseminated around the world at lightning speed. Facebook morphing into 
‘Fakebook’, was another virulent shade of the ‘new normal’. 
 
The greatest short-term impact for most companies has been the sudden transition to a “Work from 
Home (WFH)” environment. This ‘new normal’ of a WFH culture has raised the multiple issues that 
come with it, such as: sharing excel files through multiple locations; boosting internet bandwidth; 

 
3 Janek Ranatunga (2020), “Financial Modelling Wars: COVID-19 vs. the Economy”, Journal of Applied Management Accounting Research, 
18 (1), pp. 1-10. 
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factoring home office costs; building corporate networks; ensuring information security and data 
protection and consider workplace safety issue as all homes becomes places of work.4 
 
In the corporate world, the big winner has been Zoom, one of the dozens of video conferencing 
services. Zoom has risen to the top, thanks to intense separation measures, a profound resonance 
within this new social distancing culture and the new WFH environment. A ‘Zoom culture’ has 
become one major shade of the new normal, with daily downloads of the Zoom app have increased 
30x since COVID-19; and daily users have spiked to 200 million in March, up from 10 million in 
December. Zoom is not only a big winner in business communications, but also with millions of 
people being forced to stay home to help stop the spread of COVID-19; with many finding creative 
ways to virtually stay social through happy hours, trivia nights and birthday parties.5 
 
However, this new WFH culture — where either multiple members of a family maybe working from 
home, or when some are working whilst others a caring for young children or supervising home 
schooling — has created added pressures on family dynamics. Whilst some have taken this new 
normal to get healthier by walking and exercising; other have turned into couch potatoes watching 
endless television and being sucked down the You Tube Rabbit Hole.6  Also, whilst the WFH culture 
has enabled some to be closer to their immediate family and enjoy this new normal, the increased 
incidence of family violence reported globally tells another story.7 
 

Part 2: The Emergence of ‘Crazynomics’ 
 
Part 1covered the political and social ‘alternate reality’ that the world finds itself in. Significant 
changes were already happening prior to the COVID-19 pandemic. These changes were 
supercharged during the COVID-19 pandemic, creating lasting shades of ‘new normal’. When the 
pandemic hit, further shades were added to our regular lexicon that were both directly related our 
efforts at reducing COVID-19 infections; and to our forced lifestyle changes. In all, 34 shades of ‘new 
normal’ were covered in Part 1. 
 
In this part, 9 further shades in what we will call the new normal of ‘Crazynomics’ will be covered.  
 
Development of Macroeconomic Policy 
 
In 2005 Stephen J. Dubner, a University of Chicago economist and Steven Levitt, New York Times 
journalist wrote a book called ‘Freakonomics’ which explores unintended consequences, both 
positive and negative, of various policies and business decisions.8 Today we are observing the birth 
of a ‘new normal’ that can only be described as ‘Crazyian Economics’ or Crazynomics, as some of the 
most foundational principles of economics are being significantly challenged.  
 
The application of macroeconomics policies began in 1936 with the publication of John Maynard 
Keynes’s “The General Theory of Employment, Interest and Money”. Keynes’ view was that 

 
4 Janek Ratnatunga (2020) “COVID-19: New challenges for Management Accountants in the ‘Work from home’ environment’, Journal of 
Applied Management Accounting Research, 18 (1), pp. 33-38. 

 
5 Dain Evans (2020), “How Zoom became so popular during social distancing”, CNBC News, April 4. 
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/04/03/how-zoom-rose-to-the-top-during-the-coronavirus-pandemic.html 
 
6 The You Tube Rabbit Hole is what happens when you watch an embedded YouTube video on another site and then watch a couple 
dozen related videos that are displayed after the previous video completes. The rabbit hole effect is only encountered after at least an 
hour has passed and you regain your sense of temporal awareness. This effect usually is followed by, "How the hell did I get to this video?" 
 
7 Anthony Galloway (2020), “Domestic violence on the rise during pandemic”, Sydney Morning Herald, July 13, 
https://www.smh.com.au/politics/federal/domestic-violence-on-the-rise-during-pandemic-20200712-p55b8q.html 
 
8 Stephen J. Dubner and Steven Levitt (2005), Freakonomics, William Morrow and Company, 336 pp. 

 

https://www.cnbc.com/dain-evans/
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/04/03/how-zoom-rose-to-the-top-during-the-coronavirus-pandemic.html
https://www.smh.com.au/politics/federal/domestic-violence-on-the-rise-during-pandemic-20200712-p55b8q.html
https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1CHFX_enAU768AU768&sxsrf=ALeKk012sPiKoLCCpFvxoHo-5Rs9pTvcZw:1596101986006&q=William+Morrow&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LUz9U3MDM1MTFR4gIxjcyzUoyTtdQyyq30k_NzclKTSzLz8_TLizJLSlLz4svzi7KLrQpKk3IyizNSixax8oVn5uRkJuYq-OYXFeWX72BlBAD-NgCZVQAAAA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjBrZqf1_TqAhV8yDgGHQ-bD-cQmxMoATA6egQIGBAD
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Governments were supposed to run large deficits (i.e., spending more than they took in taxes) 
during downturns to prop up the economy, with the expectation that they would pay down the 
accumulated debt during the good times. By the 1970s, ‘Keynesian’ economics had encountered 
problems. The persistently high inflation and high unemployment of that decade (“stagflation”) 
baffled mainstream economists, who thought that the two variables almost always moved in 
opposite directions.   
 
This resulted in the ‘Monetarist’ era in the 1980s, most commonly associated with the work of 
Milton Friedman, who’s critique of Keynesianism was that if policymakers tried to stimulate without 
tackling underlying structural deficiencies then they would raise inflation without bringing 
unemployment down. Thus, high inflation could then persist, just because it was what people came 
to expect. The monetarist ideas were implemented by the US Federal Reserve (The Fed), which 
enabled inflation to be crushed by constraining the money supply (interest rates at 18% were normal 
in that period); even though doing so also produced a recession that sent unemployment soaring. 
Many monetarists argued that policymakers before them had focused too much on equality of 
incomes and wealth to the detriment of economic efficiency. They argued that focusing on the 
basics—such as low and stable inflation—would, over the long run, create the conditions in which 
living standards would rise for everyone. 
 
From ‘Keynesian’ to ‘Crazyian’ Economics 
 
This dominant economic paradigm began to show strain after the global financial crisis of 2007-09, 
as policymakers were confronted by two big problems. The first was that the level of demand in the 
economy, i.e. the aggregate desire to spend relative to the aggregate desire to save seemed to have 
been permanently reduced by the crisis. To fight the downturn in spending, central banks slashed 
interest rates and launched quantitative easing (QE), (or printing money to buy bonds).9 
 
Printing more money does not increase economic output – it only increases the amount of cash 
circulating in the economy. If more money is printed, consumers are able to demand more goods, 
but if firms still have the same amount of goods, they will respond by putting up prices. Thus, in a 
classical economic supply-demand model, ‘printing money’ should cause rampant inflation. 
However, this did not happen in the USA. Eventually, labour markets boomed, but inflation 
remained muted. Inflation and unemployment were once again not behaving as expected, though 
this time they were both surprisingly low. 
 
This was not the only signal of the start of ‘Crazyian’ economics. Between March 2008 and 
December 2019, the US Fed’s balance sheet in terms of its total assets, ballooned from US$900 
billion to US$4.5 trillion. This should also have meant that with such an oversupply of dollars, the 
exchange rate of the US dollars vis-à-vis other global currencies should have depreciated 
significantly. However, against all economic theory, even as the supply of the dollar increased 5-fold, 
the global demand US dollar also increased, thus strengthen it against most currencies.  
 
This resulted in the following crazy scenarios. The US purchased billions of dollars of goods from 
China, and paid for them via quantitative easing (printing money). China used this money to not only 
improve its infrastructure, but also loan the money for infrastructure projects in its ‘Belt and Road 
Initiative’. It also used the money to purchase assets around the world, from real-estate to listed 
companies, some of them in highly sensitive industries. After all this spending, China still had money 
left over to send their US dollars back to USA and buy its Treasury Bonds, which the US Fed printed 
and sold to China!  

 
9 Janek Ratnatunga (2020), “Pandemic Financing – Stealing Billions from Future Generations”, Journal of Applied Management Accounting 
Research, 18 (1), pp. 11-16. 
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The second post-financial-crisis problem related to the distribution of wealth. While concerns about 
the costs of globalisation and automation helped boost populist politics (e.g. “Make America Great 
Again”), economists asked in whose interests’ capitalism had lately been working. Some worried that 
big firms had become too powerful10; others, that a globalised society was too sharp-edged or that 
social mobility was declining. 
 
Negative Interest Rates – The Brave New World of Finance 
 
By 2014 Crazyian economics was gathering pace; with economists much divided on the perceived 
wisdom of how to manage the economy. Central bankers were of the opinion that only an interest 
rate below zero would force a release of savings and generate enough demand to stimulate the 
economy. That was a point they could not easily reach, since if banks tried to charge negative 
interest rates, their customers might simply withdraw their cash and stuff it under the mattress, 
rather than spending it. The countries that have already felt the effects of negative interest rates 
are: Denmark (2012); Eurozone (2014); Switzerland (2015); Sweden (2015) and Japan (2016). In such 
countries and economic zones, the central banks usually charge about 0.1% interest on a portion of 
excess reserves financial institutions park with them.  
 
The concept of ‘Negative Interest Rates’ turns the world of finance and investing on its head. For 
example: 
 
Time has no Value in Money: A fundamental tenant of Finance is that there is a ‘Time Value of 
Money’. Money now is worth more than money later as, as you can invest the money today at an 
interest rate and get a higher compounded value later. If interest rates are negative, theoretically, 
companies can borrow money from banks and get paid by the bank for taking the loan. Interest will 
no longer be an expense but a revenue source; i.e. the more a company borrows from the bank, the 
more profit it can make! 
 
Capital Budgeting Decision Rules Reversed: The weighted average cost-of-capital (WACC) is the 
hurdle-rate that drives all investment decisions. The WACC is a composite of the cost of debt and the 
cost of equity. One component of the cost of equity is the risk-free interest rate (such as the 
Treasury Bond rate) and another is the market rate of return. With negative interest rates the risk-
free return will higher than the market return; thus, reversing traditional Capital Budgeting Decision 
Rules! 
 
COVID-19 – Back to Keynesian Economics? 
 
The coronavirus finally destroyed the ‘monetarist’ economic policies with the force of a nuclear 
bomb. Supply chains and production was disrupted simultaneously, resulting in both raw materials 
and finished goods becoming harder to come by in every country.  This should have caused prices to 
surge, but notwithstanding some short-term profiteering in essential goods, prices have remained 
stable. The bigger impact of the pandemic has been on the demand side, causing expectations for 
future inflation and interest rates to fall even further. The desire to invest has plunged, while people 
across the rich world are now saving much of their income.11 
 
Even before COVID-19, policymakers were starting to focus once again on the greater effect of the 
bust and boom of the business cycle on the poor. But since the economy has been hit with a crisis 

 
10 This resulted in the most powerful figures in USA Tech companies, including the CEOs of Amazon, Apple, Facebook and Google, being 
grilled by the US Congress about their competitive tactics during the high-profile antitrust hearing that commenced in late July 2020. 
 
11 Economist (2020), “Starting over again: The covid-19 pandemic is forcing a rethink in macroeconomics”, Briefing, July 25. 
https://www.economist.com/briefing/2020/07/25/the-covid-19-pandemic-is-forcing-a-rethink-in-macroeconomics 

 

https://www.economist.com/briefing/2020/07/25/the-covid-19-pandemic-is-forcing-a-rethink-in-macroeconomics
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that hurts the poorest hardest, a new sense of urgency has emerged. That is behind the shift in 
macroeconomics. Devising new ways of getting back to full employment is once again the top 
priority for economists. 
 
But how to go about it? It appears that many rich countries have reverted to Keynesian economics 
by jointly providing fiscal stimuli worth some US$4.2 Trillion; proving wrong that policymakers 
cannot fight downturns. It also created a ‘new normal’ that was unimaginable prior to COVID-19; i.e. 
that most governments would actually place the health and safety of its citizens above politics, and 
close their economies down despite significant resistance from its populace – many of whom lost 
their sources of income. This enormous stimulus has calmed markets, stopped businesses from 
collapsing and protected household incomes. But for how long? 
 
Policymakers now have to weigh up the risks to choose from in the post-COVID-19 world. There are 
many choices: widespread central-bank intervention in asset markets, ongoing increases in public 
debt or a shake-up of the financial system. However, an increasing number of economists’ fear that 
even these radical changes are not enough. They argue that deeper problems exist which can only 
be solved by structural reform.12 
 
A Booming Stock Market in a Recession: WTF is Happening? 
 
The coronavirus pandemic is producing some unusual developments in financial markets, 
challenging some historic correlations. Sharemarkets have surged since the trillion-dollar capital 
injections by the central banks; although the spread of the virus shows no signs of abating, especially 
in the USA due to the total mis-management of the pandemic by President Donald Trump.  
 
Beyond the health crisis and its economic implications of a pending global recession, the upward 
trajectory of the sharemarkets continue. This is despite the escalation of political tensions between 
the world’s two largest economies –  the US and China; China’s crackdown on civil liberties in Hong 
Kong – a key global financial centre; border conflicts between China and India; a potential collision 
between China and the West over issues as disparate as technology and the South China Sea and a 
looming election amid massive civil unrest in the US. 
 
A surging sharemarket has historically been positively correlated to the copper price which has also 
spiked 38 per cent since March. Copper had historically been very sensitive to economic conditions. 
What is confusing however is that gold and silver prices – which traditionally have had an inverse 
correlation with the sharemarket, the copper prices and the state of the global economy – have also 
soared.13 
 
The unusual correlations between copper, sharemarkets, gold and silver encapsulate the confusion 
about the economic impacts of the coronavirus. Clearly, The Fed’s multi-trillion dollar infusions of 
liquidity and credit, and the initial $US2.9 trillion (A$4.1 trillion) US Congress stimulus (with more 
about to come imminently) – along with what are in real terms zero or negative interest rates 
around the world – are being regarded as contributing to a perceived potential debasement of the 
US currency; and hence the popularity of  gold and silver as alternative investments.  
 
Traditionally, investors looking for "safe" investments have sought refuge in Treasury bonds; but 
with these now essentially yielding almost nothing - precious metals like gold and silver are seen as 
‘stores of value’ that can also offer much higher yields. 
 

 
12 Ibid 
 
13 Stephen Bartholomeusz (2020), “Bulls vs bears: The pandemic has the markets looking confused and divided”, The Age, July 28, pp.19-
20. 
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Cash and Conquer: The Rise of Shadow Banks 
 
Traditionally, commercial and investment banks held only a fraction of their assets as reserves and 
they borrowed short-term to make long-term loans or hold long-term securities. That exposed them 
to runs. Economic history is littered with the tombstones of banks that were felled when markets for 
illiquid securities seized up, or depositors rushed to withdraw their funds. 
 
The subprime fiasco of 2007-09 inflicted severe economic pain for all banks, and the US Fed had to 
inject over 200 billion to bail them out. All types of banks have faced tighter regulation since then, 
which has made them more risk averse and blunted their competitive advantage. 
 
As banks have grown risk-averse, tech-savvy non-banks, often called ‘shadow banks’, are stepping 
up with a new wave of innovation in capital markets that has changed securitisation and debt 
issuance and led to more direct lending. Technology has also facilitated this shift because it has 
promoted the growth of payments; and of bank-like activities outside the banking system. 
 
The term ‘shadow banking’ could apply to a range of financial institutions and activities. It includes 
long-established institutions like pension, insurance, private-equity and hedge funds, as well as 
newer ones, like exchange-traded fixed-income funds, which provide a vehicle for savers to deposit 
cash that is then invested in government and corporate bonds. 
 
Banks’ stagnation and their risk aversion has had consequences for how central banks respond to 
crises. In 2007-09, the Fed had to intervened mainly to prop up commercial and investment banks 
and AIG Insurance. When the coronavirus pandemic hit and capital markets seized up, rather than 
acting as a lender of last resort to banks, the Fed became market-maker of last resort, intervening in 
credit markets with massive capital injections. The scale of the Fed’s intervention surpasses any 
other in its history. As a result, both traditional and shadow banks went relatively unscathed. 
 
The US Fed has intruded into a bewildering array of financial markets in the aftermath of the COVID-
19 pandemic, including: the treasury market, the corporate-bond market, and the repo market 
(where Treasuries are swapped overnight for cash). It is providing liquidity to money-market mutual 
funds and it has bought up mortgage-backed securities.14 The US Fed, acting with the US Treasury, 
has bought up the bonds of AT&T, Apple and even Coca-Cola, and lending directly to everyone from 
bond dealers to non-profit hospitals. Together the Fed and Treasury are now supporting 11% of 
America’s entire stock of business debt. Across the rich world, governments and central banks are 
following suit.15 Australia’s second biggest airline, Virgin Australia, hampered by massive debt, asked 
the Australian government to buy it out. When this was rejected, it went into voluntary liquidation. 
 
Such a broader and deeper reach by a State across all sectors of the economy creates some 
opportunities. Low rates make it cheaper for the government to borrow to build new infrastructure, 
from research labs to electricity grids, that will boost growth and tackle threats such as pandemics 
and climate change (i.e. a more Keynesian approach).  
 
Yet this new normal of massive state spending also presents grave risks in that such policies are 
vulnerable to capture by lobbyists, unions and cronies. Sprawling macroeconomic management 
always leads to infinite opportunities for politicians to play favourites. Already they are deciding 
which firms get tax breaks and which workers should be paid by the state to wait for their old jobs to 

 
14 Economist (2020), “Putting the capital into capitalism: Banks lose out to capital markets when it comes to credit provision, Finance & 
Economics, July 25. https://www.economist.com/finance-and-economics/2020/07/25/banks-lose-out-to-capital-markets-when-it-comes-
to-credit-provision 
 
15 Economist (2020), “Macroeconomics: Governments must beware the lure of free money”, Leaders, July 23. 
https://www.economist.com/leaders/2020/07/23/governments-must-beware-the-lure-of-free-money 

 

https://www.economist.com/finance-and-economics/2020/07/25/banks-lose-out-to-capital-markets-when-it-comes-to-credit-provision
https://www.economist.com/finance-and-economics/2020/07/25/banks-lose-out-to-capital-markets-when-it-comes-to-credit-provision
https://www.economist.com/leaders/2020/07/23/governments-must-beware-the-lure-of-free-money
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reappear. Soon some loans to the private sector will turn sour, leaving governments to choose which 
firms fail. When money is free, they will rescue distressed companies, protect obsolete jobs and save 
troubled investors with political clout, rather than economic necessity. 
 
This has resulted in a perverse ‘new normal’ in that even as millions in the USA have lost their jobs 
and are worried about how to get food and pay the rent, banks and shadow banks are awash with 
cash. Such cash is finding its way to exotic investments; and ‘fire-sale’ purchases of companies 
distressed in the wake of pandemic. For example, Bain Capital an American private investment firm 
that specialises in private equity and venture capital recently made a bid to buy Virgin Australia, 
when a government bailout was not forthcoming. 
 
The holy grail is for policymakers to create a framework that allows the business cycle to be 
managed and financial crises to be fought without a politicised takeover of the economy. There is no 
evidence that such a shade of ‘new normal’ will ever eventuate. 
 

Part 3: The Clash of Global Interconnections 
 
Part One of this series covered the political and social ‘alternate reality’ that the world finds itself in. 
In Part Two, it was shown that the traditional macroeconomic policies that worked in previous crises 
could no longer be relied upon as, there was evidence of the emergence of what can only be 
described as ‘Crazynomics”.    
 
In this concluding Part Three, the impact of COVID-19 on various global interconnections, from 
logistical supply chains that drive our commerce, to physical weather patterns that drive our climate 
are explored. When the pandemic tsunami hit, the seamless man-made supply chains that could be 
tapped by both governments and large and small companies came to a grinding halt. In terms of the 
world’s natural logistics of its weather patterns, there was some respite as the emission of 
greenhouse gases reduced when countries went into ‘lockdowns’. However, these very lockdowns 
have caused a significant increase in plastic pollution in terms of throw-away masks and take-out 
food containers — most of which have found their way to our rivers and seas, where the logistics of 
ocean currents take such pollution to all parts of the world. 
 
The World is No Longer Flat 
 
When Thomas L. Friedman claimed in 2005 that “The World Is Flat”, it was a metaphor for viewing 
the world as a level playing field in terms of commerce, wherein all competitors have an equal 
opportunity.16 Of the ten "flatteners" that he saw then as levelling the global playing field, three of 
them will require reimagining post COVID-19. These are: 
 

• Outsourcing: where service and manufacturing activities are split into components that can be 
subcontracted and performed in the most efficient, most cost-effective way.  
 

• Offshoring: where a company's manufacturing or other processes are relocated of to a foreign 
land to take advantage of less costly operations there; and 
 

• Supply-Chaining: where technology is used to streamline sales, distribution, and shipping into a 
seamless supply chain much like how a river delivers water. 
 

It is now clear that it was this very ‘flatness’ that initially caused the pandemic to spread at warp 
speed from China to every corner of the world via Air Travel. When governments finally reacted and 
closed their borders, it was again the ‘flatness’ that resulted in scarcities of essential supplies as 

 
16 Thomas L. Friedman (2005), The World Is Flat: A Brief History of the Twenty-first Century, Farrar, Straus and Giroux, p. 488. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Outsourcing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Offshoring
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Supply-chain
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most of these were being sourced from China. The pandemic, which originated in China, initially led 
to government-mandated factory closures which shut down China’s manufacturing base.  Many 
suppliers temporarily ceased production and logistics providers struggled with transporting goods, 
particularly across borders. This reinforced the risks for multinationals of being overexposed to one 
source of supply, and, as the pandemic spread, revealed how dependent the rest of the world had 
become on China for both the most basic and also the most critical of equipment and supplies, 
including medical supplies and equipment. 
 
In the wake of the virus-induced supply chain disruptions, some experts have been quick to blame 
‘Just-in-Time (JIT) manufacturing’, citing modern manufacturers’ obsession with lean supply chains 
as the culprit. Manufacturers around the world, relying on JIT supplies for their basic components for 
production, could not manufacture as basic supplies dried up. Supply shocks like pandemics highlight 
how interconnected the supply chain structure is. Your supplier might not be in the affected areas 
but if their raw material is in an affected region, then you will be affected too. 
 
It must be remembered however that JIT is a ‘pull’ manufacturing system, where manufacturing 
starts only when an order is received. No pull system can produce for a future event — because pull 
systems do not recognise future events; they only meet current demand needs. Pull systems like JIT 
are responsive, not predictive. 
 
It is the ‘push’ systems that have sales forecasts and make inventory to meet the predicted demand. 
But even the best of forecasts, using big-data and other analytics, did not predict the global impact 
of the COVID-19 pandemic, and were also caught short. Some had enough inventory, but nowhere 
to send! 
 
Further, one of the key reasons to implement a JIT philosophy is to reduce inventory (ideally to zero) 
as holding inventory has significant costs. This includes the financing costs of holding inventory. 
However, if interest rates are effectively zero (or even negative), then a very large component of 
inventory holding costs are eliminated. In the ‘new normal’ companies should be urged to hold 
supplier inventories as consignment stocks in their own warehouses. Those that had already 
implemented this were caught less ‘off-guard’ by the supply chain disruptions that ensued; and were 
able to continue operations under JIT conditions until replenishments arrived. 
 
The pandemic’s disruption to supply chains has also added an edge to the previous discussions about 
diversifying and re-shoring supply chains and is producing some significant action. The Japanese 
government has recently set aside $US2.2 billion to provide incentives for Japanese to “re-shore” 
activity from China and has offered a smaller amount to companies that relocate production 
elsewhere. The US has indicated that it is prepared to spend a similar amount to Japan to promote 
the re-shoring of manufacturing activity and jobs; with Vietnam, Taiwan, Mexico and Europe being 
the main beneficiaries.17 
 
Most Western economies, including Australia, are contemplating creating domestic manufacturing 
of products such as essential goods, personal protection equipment, medical technology and 
pharmaceuticals previously sourced from China.18 
 
In the near term, China’s economy cannot be easily decoupled from America’s, let alone those of the 
rest of the Western world. There would be enormous costs and dislocations for companies to 
disengage from China and the sheer size and growing affluence of China’s domestic market are too 
seductive for western companies to ignore. 

 
17 Stephen Bartholomeusz (2020), “‘Made in China' on the nose as push to tame Beijing gathers pace”, The Age, July 21, pp.25-26. 
 
18 Janek Ratnatunga (2020), “Funding Manufacturing Post COVID-19: A National Security Issue”, Journal of Applied Management 
Accounting Research, 18 (1), pp. 27-32. 
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However, the ‘new normal’ will be that the world will no longer be that flat anymore. 
 
Climate Change: You Can’t Do Business on a Dead Planet 
 
Following the pandemic is like watching the climate crisis at warp-speed. Neither the virus nor 
greenhouse gases care much for borders, making both menaces global. Both put the poor and 
vulnerable at greater risk than wealthy elites and both demand government action on a scale hardly 
ever seen in peacetime. 
 
The two crises are not only similar in impact, they also interact. Locking down the economy has led 
to massive cuts in greenhouse-gas emissions in most big cities around the world. COVID-19 has 
resulted in the biggest carbon crash ever recorded. No war, no recession, no previous pandemic has 
had such a dramatic impact on emissions of CO2 over the past century as COVID-19 has in a few 
short months. Multiple sources indicate we are now living through an unrivalled drop in carbon 
output. The International Energy Agency expects global industrial greenhouse-gas emissions to be 
about 8% lower in 2020 than they were in 2019, the largest annual drop since the second world war. 
 
However, even though we will see a massive fall this year, the concentrations of CO2 that are in the 
atmosphere and warming our planet will not stabilise until the world reaches net-zero. This is 
unfortunately the inconvenient truth about the climate crisis. It is much too large to be solved by the 
abandonment of planes, trains and automobiles. Even if people endure huge changes in how they 
lead their lives, this sad experiment has shown, the world would still have more than 90% of the 
necessary decarbonisation left to do to get on track for the Paris agreement’s most ambitious goal, 
of a climate only 1.5°C warmer than it was before the Industrial Revolution. 
 
However, there is one glimmer of hope. Whilst the pandemic reveals the size of the climate 
challenge ahead; it also creates a unique chance to enact government policies that steer the 
economy away from carbon at a lower financial, social and political cost than might otherwise have 
been the case. Rock-bottom energy prices make it easier to cut subsidies for fossil fuels and to 
introduce a tax on carbon. Such a tax, when added to the depressed oil prices, will appear seamless 
to consumers at the pump; as it will merely bring the price up to pre-COVID-19 levels. Such a tax will 
also enable renewable energies to remain price competitive. Also, the revenues from a carbon tax 
over the next decade can also help repair battered government finances. 
 
Carbon prices are not as popular with politicians as they are with economists, which is why too few 
of them exist. The lessons (hopefully) learned from the COVID-19 indicates that their time has come. 
A relatively small push from a carbon price could give renewables a decisive advantage—one which 
would become permanent as wider deployment made them cheaper still. There may never come a 
time again when carbon prices could be introduced without much political resistance; and be able to 
achieve so much so quickly. 
 
Oil Prices Go Negative: I Will Pay You to Take My Oil 
 
The investing world was gobsmacked when oil futures went negative in April 2020.  The new normal 
of restricted air travel, city lockdowns and work-from-home culture created such a drop in the 
demand for crude oil that storage capacities around the world started filling up fast. Onshore tanks 
in most parts of the U.S. were at capacity, and the rest of the world was not far behind. 
 
If refineries ultimately do not want oil, it has little to no value.  If a supplier has crude oil and 
nowhere to put it, it can have negative value. This is what happened in April.  
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Oil supertankers became floating storage bins, hoping for prices to go higher in the coming months. 
The OPEC+ and G20 production cuts started on May 1st, but with many countries facing a second 
wave of the pandemic, prices remain depressed. The industry is facing unprecedented demand, job 
and wealth destruction.  Yet some continue to pay for the same barrel of oil three times. They spend 
to take it out of the ground, spend to move it somewhere else, and spend to store it somewhere, 
perhaps even back in the ground.19 
 
Major oil companies are reporting massive losses. Chevron Corporation reported on July 31 2020 a 
net loss of US$8.3 billion for the second quarter due to a lower commodity price outlook. It was its 
worse loss since 1989. Not only oil companies, but all businesses that are at the heart of the fossil-
fuel economy — oil and gas firms, steel producers, carmakers—are already going through the agony 
of shrinking their long-term capacity and employment. 
 
Such upheaval, as painful as it is for those affected, is tailor-made for investment in climate-friendly 
infrastructure that boosts growth and creates new jobs. Low interest rates make the bill smaller than 
ever. Over the past decade the costs of wind and solar power have tumbled, but not enough to shift 
consumers away from fossil fuels. The COVID-19 pandemic has changed market sentiments. Today, 
both businesses and individuals are actively seeking alternative energy alternatives in such large 
numbers that it makes worthwhile in investing in the infrastructure to deliver such energy.  
 
Pandemic of Plastic Pollution: Pity the Oceans! 
 
Consumption of single-use plastic may have grown by 250-300% since the coronavirus took hold, 
according to the International Solid Waste Association (ISWA), which represents recycling bodies in 
102 countries. Much of that increase is down to demand for products designed to keep COVID-19 at 
bay, including masks, visors and gloves. According to a forecast from Grand View Research, the 
global disposable-mask market will grow from an estimated $800m in 2019 to $166bn in 2020.20 
 
Staggering though such figures are, personal protection is only part of the story. Lockdowns have 
also led to a boom in e-commerce. Activity on Amazon’s website, for example, had a 65% increase 
on last year. Much of what is bought online are often packaged in plastic comprising several layers. 
Whilst this keeps the contents safe in aeroplane holds and on delivery lorries, it also makes it nearly 
impossible to recycle the plastic.  
 
In addition to the public’s increasing appetite for single-use plastic, there also appears a diminishing 
inclination to recycle even materials that can be reused. An unwillingness to recycle might be 
explained by people’s nervousness about venturing out to put waste in recycling bins. Or it might 
just be that lockdowns have put more pressing matters into their minds, prompting a slip in their 
diligence. 
 
COVID-19 has led to a glut in plastic waste in other ways. As the pandemic caused a crash in the oil 
price, and because petroleum is a major constituent of most plastics, they have become cheaper to 
produce. That in turn give firms less incentive to use the recycled stuff. Another reason for the 
growth of plastic rubbish has been caused by the fact that municipalities around the world have 
curtailed their recycling schemes over fears about spreading the contagion (the virus can survive for 
about 72 hours in plastic). 
 

 
19 Brian Sullivan (2020), “Why oil prices went negative and why they can go negative again”, CNBC, April 26. 
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/04/26/why-oil-prices-went-negative-and-why-they-can-go-negative-again.html 

 
20 Economist (2020), “Sea of troubles:Covid-19 has led to a pandemic of plastic pollution”, International, June 
22.https://www.economist.com/international/2020/06/22/covid-19-has-led-to-a-pandemic-of-plastic-pollution 

 

https://www.cnbc.com/2020/04/26/why-oil-prices-went-negative-and-why-they-can-go-negative-again.html
https://www.economist.com/international/2020/06/22/covid-19-has-led-to-a-pandemic-of-plastic-pollution
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All of which means that much of the plastic produced this year is ending up either in landfill sites or 
being incinerated. Landfills, especially in poor countries, are often little more than open dumps. They 
are responsible for some of the biggest leakages of plastics into oceans, because the material is light, 
it is easily swept by rain or wind into waterways. 
 
Summary 
 
Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, significant changes were already happening that altered our view 
of the world, such as: The Rise of Populism; Brexit; Tension in South China Seas; Golden Arches 
Theory; State Based Hacking; Huawei and TikTok; #MeToo; WOKE; Censored; Cancelled; Black Lives 
Matter; Defacing Historical Statues; Defund the Police; Blockchain; Cryptocurrency and Libra. All 
These changes were supercharged during the COVID-19 pandemic, creating lasting shades of ‘new 
normal’.  
 
Further shades that were directly related to reducing COVID-19 infections were added to our regular 
lexicon, such as: Flattening the Curve; Social Distancing; Home Schooling; Travel Restrictions; Self-
Quarantine; Lockdowns; Facial Masks; Hot Spots; Contact Tracing; ICU; Ventilators and Vaccines. 
 
Indirect shades of ‘new normal’ due to the virus included: Front-Line Workers; Panic Buying & 
Hoarding; Netflix and the You Tube Hole; Fake News and Alternate Facts (Fakebook); Untested 
Medical Remedies; Working from Home (WFH); Zoom meetings and changes in Family Dynamics. 
 
In all, 35 shades of the ‘New Normal’. 
 
In this Part 2 of this article, 9 further shades in the new normal of ‘Crazynomics’ were covered. These 
include: Massive Size of Government Borrowing; Quantitative Easing; Central Banks Buying Company 
Bonds; Negative Interest Rates; Money Printing vs. Low Inflation; Money Printing vs. High Exchange 
Rates; Booming Stock Market in a Recession; The Rise of Non-Banks; Private Equity Funds on 
Spending Sprees. 
 
In this Part 3 of the article, the final 6 shades of the 50 shades of ‘New Normal’ are explored. These 
are Changes to Supply Chain Logistics (World is No Longer Flat); Questioning the JIT Philosophy; 
Decoupling China; Climate Change; Negative Oil Prices and Plastic Pollution Pandemics. 
 
The three parts of the article taken as a whole discuss the 50 shades of ‘new normal’ that companies 
have to adopt to, in order to remain competitive in the post COVID-19 world. It shows the 
interconnections that range from economic, to political, to finance, to supply chain, to sustainability 
and more. Business strategies can only be developed with an understanding of this new normal 
external environment, and the opportunities and threats that come with it. 
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